PALETTE
The Organist Palette provides ultimate
control of the instrument without the
compromise of fitting technology to the
console.

Options

For years suppliers and organ builders
have searched for the optimum solution
between providing intuitive and powerful
controls for the console and a tasteful
space to present them. The Organist
Palette solves this dilemma by providing
wireless tablet control.

“Rather than

blind you with science,

we’ll just help you build

brilliant
organs

.”

Control
Palette provides all the control
you need to set-up for the
performance, edit piston
sequences, listen to your
practice from the back of the
church, MIDI and much more.
Once configured the Palette
can be set aside and the normal
controls on the console used for
the performance.

SOLID STATE ORGAN SYSTEMS

The New Standard
for Pipe Organ Control
Available for most Solid State systems in use today the
Organist Palette provides a simple to use but sophisticated
and powerful addition to the standard console controls.

Library
Each performer has their own library to store
pistons and sequences. All accessed by name
with pulldown menus. No more scrolling
through to level 986!
Total Recall archives your settings to USB.
Library management lets you transfer the good
stuff to other people.

Sequencer
With two entire touchscreens to play
with the new piston sequencer gives an
instant view of the entire performance.
Use it as a normal simple sequencer or
insert and delete pistons as necessary.
Each sequence can span multiple memory
levels but is still saved as one sequence
with a name you can relate to.

Features

Access to Piston Library
Advanced Sequencer
Recorder
Transposer
Pedal Divide
Crescendo Memory
Clock
Stopwatch
Sostenuto
User Library Management
High level of security
USB backup
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